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ABSTRACT 

The TOPAZ detector has accumulated about 30 pb-1 of data in the energy 

range, ..jS = 50.0 61.4 GeV. We present recent results on (1) search for subrv 

structure of leptons, (2) forward-backward asymmetries and total cross sections 

of p.+p.- and r+r- pair productions, (3) total hadronic cross sections, and (4) 

search for new particles. Our data are consistent with the Standard Model predic

tion, except for slightly higher total hadronic cross sections(R-ratio). Considering 

higher order effects of a heavy top quark mass through the radiative corrections to 

R-ratios, we obtained an upper bound on top quark Tnass. Future prospects with 

high hUTlinosity runs arc also discussed. 
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1. Introduction 


We have been conducting experiments for checking validity of the Standard Model 

and searching for new phenomena beyond the Standard Model. These results have been 

published[l] and reported[2]. The operation mode of TRISTAN is scheduled to switch 

from the highest energy runs to high luminosity runs from next year. To maximize 

physics possibilities at high luminosity TRISTAN, we have added the several detector 

components into the TOPAZ detector this summer. We have installed small angle 

calorimeters in the forward region and gap fillers between the barrel and the endcap 

calorimeters, in order to make the TOPAZ detector hermetic down to 60 mrad. The 

acceptance for muon tracks are increased from 450 to 250 in polar angle by the installation 

of forward muon chamber system. A mini-jet chamber as a vertex detector will be 

installed by the end of this year, which allows us to hunt particle decay vertices. This 

report presents some new topics and discuss physics possibilities opened up with the 

upgraded TOPAZ at high luminosity TRISTAN. 

2. Search for Substructure of Leptons 

Substructure of leptons can be studied by searching for deviations from the Standard 

Model in the differential cross sections for the reactions, e+e- -+ e+e-, p.+p.- and 7+7-. 

The TRISTAN energy region is sensitive to compositeness because relative importance 

of interference between the Standard Model amplitude and a new interaction term(four 

fermion contact interaction) is substantial. On the ZO pole, on the other hand, the Stan

dard Model amplitude becomes imaginary and can not interfere with the new interaction 

term. Eichten ct ale introduced a general form of chiral invariant contact interactions 

characterized by an energy scale A[3]. The effective lagrangian is expressed by: 

where A is defined as g2/47f = 1. and the largest at. I flap 1. ( 0: , f3 = 1l, L ) . 

The following four cases were studied; pure left-handed(LL), pure right-hallded(Rll), 

axial-vector(AA) and vector(VV) currents contact illt.eraction corresponding to ( '1]££ = 
±l,l1IlR = 111l/, 0) ( l1RR = ±l,l1LL = 11llL 0), ( l1LL = 1111ll 1}RL = ±l ), and ( 

l1LL = l1RR = ±l, 11 ilL =f1), respectively. 
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Fig.l shows the differential cross sections normalized by the Standard Model predictions 

and compared with the composite model. The data were corrected for the full radiative 

correction up to O(£x3). No evidence for deviations was observed. 95% C.L. lower limits 

were calculated and are summarized in Table.I. Our results are comparable with those 

from PETRA experiments. Note that the relation between integrated 'luminosity(L) and 

sensitive limit of A is A ex: (L . s )1/4, and that on the ZO pole sensitivity to additional 

four fermi interactions is lost[4]. Accumulating more luminosity, we should be able to 

improve limits on A. 

LL 

A+ A_ 
RR 

A+ A_ 
VV 

A+ A_ 
AA 

A+ A_ 
..;s 

GeV 

TOPAZ 1:0 1.1 1.2 1.0 2.7 2.5 2.3 1.4 52 -- 60.8 

JADE 1.1 1.4 1.1 1.4 2.5 3.1 2.4 2.3 12 --- 46.8 

PLUTO 1.1 0.76 1.1 0.76 2.2 1.9 2.0 1.6 34.7 

TASSO 1.4 3.3 1.4 3.3 3.6 7.1 2.8 2.4 14 --- 43.6 

LL 

A+ A_ 
Rll 

A+ A_ 
VV AA ..;s 

A+ A_ A+ A_ GeV 

TOPAZ 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.5 3.3 2.4 2.0 ,3.8 52 -- 60.8 

JADE 

PLUTO 

TASSO 

4.4 2.1 

2.9 0.86 

2.3 1.3 

4.4 2.1 

2.9 0.86 

2.3 1.3 

5.8 4.8 7.5 2.8 12 -- 46.8 

2.4 1.6 4.5 1.5 34.7 

3.5 1.8 3.2 1.9 35 -- 46.8 

1,1. RR 

A+ A_ A+ A_ 

VV AA ..fo 
A+ A_ A+ A_ GeV 

TOPAZ 0.9 2.2 0.9 2.1 1.G 7.2 2.1 1.6 52 ,..., GO.8 

J AI) I~ 2.2 :L2 2.2 :L2 1\.1 5.7 2.7 5.7 j'2 ,..., 1\().8 

~H.hl<!.l A summary or t.he lower limits on A (TeV) at the 95% C.L. 
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3. Forward-Backward Asymmetries and Total 
Cross Sections of p,+p,- and r+r- Pair Production 

At TRISTAN energies, we have large ZO effects in forward- backward asymmetries of 

lepton pair productions, All(rv -30% for 1= fl., T), though increase in total cross section, 

Rll, is still smal1(rv 5%). All has been used to determine the axial vector coupling 

constants, all. and aT' The Standard Model predicts lepton universality,i.e. all charged 

leptons, e, fl. and T, must carry the same axial vector coupling constants. Rll is sensitive 

to the vector coupling, although the sensitivity is still statistics-limited. The criteria for 

fl. }lair events are; (i) back-to-back charged tracks( acollinearity angle ~ 10° ) with high 

momenta coming from the interaction point, (ii) energy deposit in calorimeters being 

consistent with those of muons, (iii) time of flight measurements consistent with beam 

associated events. For T pair events, the selection criteria are more complicated because 

of their weak decays. However, they can be selected by their distinct event topology of 

1-1 and 1-3 charged prongs. The obtained asymmetries at each energy point are plotted 

in Fig.2. To determine the axial vector coupling constants, a global analysis of these 

asymmetries incorporating PEP/PETRA data was performed assuming ae = -1. The 

resultant values are all. = -1.068 ± 0.054 and aT -0.858 0.077, which are in good 

agreement with the J1. - T universality within errors. Assuming lepton universality, we 

also obtained the universal axial vector coupling constant, ap.,T = -0.999 ± 0.044. 
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o : ~ARI\ J 
.. : Pl.UTO 
lie : TASSO 
+ : HRS 
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(b) e+ e- -+ T+ T •sin2e'W 	 = 0.230 
= 91 1 GeV Mz 
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Fig.2 Measured forward-backward asymrnetric.<-l, (a)A'A'A and (b)A rr , <1_<; functions or ,;s. The solid 

curve shows the Standard Model prediction for Mz =91.1GeV/c"l and sin"l Ow =O.2:L 
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Fig.3 Measured total cross sections, (a)Rpp and (b)Rrr, as functions of Vs. The solid curve shows 

the Standard Model prediction for Mz =9LIGeV/c2 and sin2 Ow =0.23. 

Total cross sections, Rpp and Rrr are shown in Fig.3. As seen in the figure, the 

present statistics prevents us from ruling out possible deviations from the Standard 

Model, such as effects of an extra-Z boson. Most of the grand unified theories, e.g. the 

model based on E6 group, assume new gauge symmetries beyond the Standard Model, 

which induce extra U(l)'s after a symmetry breaking, resulting in one or more additional 

vector bosons[5,6]. Here we consider extra-Z's which appear in the breakdown process; 

E6 -4 SU(lO) ® U(l)..p -4 SU(5) ® U(l)x ® U(l)"". Assuming that one of the additional 

U(l)'s is broken at TeV scale, then the extra-Z, Z', is given by the linear combination; 

Z' = Zl/ICOSOE6+ZxsinOE6' The angles 0E6 0, 7r/2, tan- 1 .J3i5 and tan- 1(-.Jl7T5) 

correspond to the Z..p, Zx, Zq and Zit' respectively. (Detai led discussion can be found 

in ReL5.) Z' and ZO are mixed by the following matrix: 

sin 4» (Z:) 
cos 1> Z 

where the angle 1> is given by tan 2 1>= (M~o - A1~J )/(M~2 - M~o). rr slIch an extra.

Z exists, cllhancement in All and destructive iJlterrerence in Hit could be obscrved[7]. 

FigA shows theoretical predictions o[ R"" [or va.riolls ma.sses o[ extra-Z. ITl Lhe same 

figure, error bars with integrated lunlinosity or present. data and 200 pb- 1 are also plotted. 

We will be sensitive to ZVJ up Lo Mz, '" 200 GcY/c2 through measurements or R/lIJ • 
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Fig.4 Rpp for Z' masses from 100 to 200 GeV/c" in 10 GeV/c" step as a function of Vs. The point 

with error bar shows data with integrated luminOsity of 30pb- 1(present data). Error bars corresponding 

to 200pb- 1 are also shown. Z' is assumed to be OE. = O(Z",). The dotted curve shows the Standard 

Model prediction for Mz =91.1GeV/c" and sin" Ow =0.23. 

4. Total Hadronic Cross Sections 

In the TRISTAN energy region, total hadro~ic cross section normalized to the QED 

point-like fJ. pair cross section, R, increases about 30% due to ZO effects, which allows 

us to determine fundamental parameters ifl the Standard ModeL The contribution from 

QeD is about 5%, and almost constant, R is experimentally given by: 

R = Nob:s - NlJe . _1_ 
c( 1 + fJ) L 0'~/1 

Where Nob:s and NlJe are the number of observed hadronic events and estimated back

ground contamination, respectively. c is the detection efficiency, and 1+fJ is the radiative 

correction ractor, L. is the integrated luminosity, and 0'~/1 is the lowest order poinl

like QED cross section or IL pail' product.'ion. Hadl'onic events are selected by; (i) the 

number of "good" charged tracks in 'fPC 2:: 5, (ii) visible energy(Eui..,) 2:: t.he beam 

encrgy(1Ebc,u,,), (iii) momenlUTll balance in the beafll d i l'ect.ion ::; 0.'1 . Rui.'f, (i v) i nvari

ani jet fTHt.C;S 2:: 2.5 GeV/c\ and (v) the number of clusters having energy greater than 

Bb<!Clw/2::; 1.. The obtained number of hadronic events is 3162 in total. In calculating the 
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radiative correction factor, 1 + 6, we used a new program developed by J. Fujimoto and 

Y. Shimizu[8], instead of the traditional Berends, Kleiss and Jadach(BKJ) method[9]. 

This new method contains all radiative processe~ in electroweak theory up to 0(0'3), 

and is called hereafter "full electroweak radiative correction". The difference between 

the full electroweak radiative correction and the BKJ is about 3% at Vi = 60 GeV, as 

shown Fig.5-(a). Here we chose the following values as input; Mz = 91.9 GeVjc2 [10], 

Mtop = 40 GeVjc2 and MHiggs = 100 GeVjc2 
• The dependence of 1 + 6 on these input 

values are shown in Fig.5(b )-( d). These deviations were included in systematic uncer

tainty. Systematic errors were estimated to be 4.0% for luminosity measurement, 3.3% 

for acceptance and 1.9% for radiative corrections. 

0.5 
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1.2 ........... 
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- 2 . 0 I.....&-..J......J.____...........-L-"'---'--'--'L..-L.-'--'--'-................ 
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Fig.S (a)The full cleclrowcak radiative corr(!clion faclor, 1 + li, as a fUliclion of .jS for L1le slandard 

constants of My, = 91.9GeY/c2
, M t07, ='l0GeY/c2

, Mlliggs = lOOG(~V/c:! alld k mar = 0.99. The IHO 

correclion is also shown as i\ doLLed curve. 'riley are si~;Tlirir.aTl!.ly different in the TltlSTA N energy 

region. (I> )The depen<i(!nce of 1 + li 011 My" where the v(!rl.ical scale is the deviaLion or 1 + li from 

t.he vallie calculaLed using t.he slandard COllstalll.s al. .jS = GO Ge Y. (c)Thc sarne il..'i (h) bill shows lhe 

dependeTlce 011 A1'(1) and (d)oTl A1I1ig9~' 
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Fig.6 The resultant R values. The error bars include the statistical and systematic errors added in 

quadrature. The solid curve shows the Standard Model prediction with Mz = 91.9GeV/c2 , sin2 0w= 

0.230 and AMS= 0.327 GeV. The dashed and dotted curves show the R values expected for open 

production of top and b' quarks, respectively. The dot-dashed curve is for Mz =91.1Ge V/c2 , sin2 Ow = 
0.230 and AMs= 0.3 GeV. 

The obtained R values are plotted in Fig.6. Our data show no open top production, 

but are systematically "higher" than the Standard 1\10del prediction with Mz = 91.9 

GeVJc2 above Js = 56 GeV. Some possibilities for the "higher" R values have been 

discussed and checked. One such possibility is heavy flavor productions, which have 

been excluded by various analyses such as shape analysis, isolated muon search and 

isolated photon search[2,11]. Another possibility is a lower Mz, as low as 88 GeY/c2 [12]' 

but Mz has been determined pr(!ciscly to be 91.1.1 ± 0.23 GeV/c2 and 90.9 ± 0.3(slat + 
sys) O.2($calc) GcV/c2 at Mark TI/SLC[13] and CDF'/Tevatron[lt1}, respectively. Here 

we consider a higher order errcct of M l(1) through Lhe radia.tive corrections. As seen in 

Fig.5-(c), a larger M lo11 gives :-itna.llcr 1+ 5, rna.king our 11. values higher. For the purpose 

of til is study, we fI xed Mz to be 9 L 1 CeV/c2 and took Ml(1) a.nd A I'd.'> (L~ free paralTleters. 
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Fig.7 Region allowed at the 90% C.L. in the plane of M top and AMS for MHigg:s = 100 GeV/c2 • The 

10' contour is drawn as a dotted curve. 

In this analysis, sin2 Ow was calculated by the formula: 

1 _ 471"0:. 20 1 ( 
SIn W = '2 1

v'2GFM~(1- fir) 

with fir as a function of Mtop[15], and 1 + 8 was parametrized as the convolution of 

the 4-th and 2-nd order polynomial equations of Mtop and 0, respectively. In this 

way, the heavy top quark can alter significantly both our R values through the radiative 

correction factor and theoretical values through the value of s1n2 Ow. A global fit to 

our R values together with PEP jPETRA results was carried out in a consistent way, 

described above, by the CELLO method[16]. 1~hc obtained results are shown in Pig.7 as 

a. contour plot of M lo11 and AMS at t.he 90% C.L.) where the 10' cont.our wa~ also drawn. 

This fit with M lo11 ,....., 100 GeYjc2 gives beLier agreement with our "high" R values 

than that with Ivflop = 40 GeYjc2 
, which could be explanation of "high" 1l values. 

Because this fit bec0111es poor if M l011 goes heavier, we obtained an upper bound, A1lo ]1 < 

:JGG GeYjc2 , at the 90% C.L. ror A1Ifi!l!l:J = lOa GeYjc2 . A T110re stringent liJnit or 

A1l ()11 < ]80 GeYjc2 (90% C.L., A1/fiyy:, = 100 GeVj(2 ) h;L,) been given by U. Arnaldi cl 

al.[17). However, the dcLerrninat.ioll or A1l011 rrOllt only Il values is ilnporl.a.nL 1.0 Lesl. the 

elcctroweak radiati ve corrections of the SLandard Model. The best fit value of A M s is 

0.354 ~~:i~~ GeY, which is consistent wit.h the oLher Tncasu rcn1enLs[18]. 
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5. Search for New Particles 


Here we make a short comment on new particle search. New particles within the 

Standard Model and beyond the Standard Model have been searched for, and the results 

are summarized in Table.2 in the form of mass limits at the 95% C.L. Some of mass 

limits listed here have been already extended by Mark IIjSLC[19]. Do we have no 

chance of new particle search? Fig.8 shows the total cross section for e+e- -+ , :;:; 

together with that for e+e- -+ ,vii. TRISTAN is the best place for:; search by detecting 

single photon final state. On the contrary, ZO pole experiments should suffer from large' 

,vii background. Needless to say, a hermetic calorimetry is crucial for single photon 

experiment, which has been satisfied by the upgrade in this summer. If we accumulate 

integrated luminosity of 100 pb-1 and find no excess, it will be possible to extend the 

m .... limit over that of the ASP experiment[20] which is the best so far. 
i 

I 
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,D 
0.. ............ 


C 
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:.;:; 
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(!) 


CJ) 


I 
X 

150 200 

Fig.8 i:Y:Y crOss s(:cl.iolls integrated over the acceptance or lhe upgraded TOPAZ ddeclor for 

sciccl.ro" Il\.L'iSeS T/l- frortl 20 1.0 100 CcV/c'.! in 10 GeV/c'!. step rL'i fllncLiollfi of fi. The d'L'ihed curv(! is 
c 

ror ii/V. 
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Model Particle Search Method 95% CL Lower Mass Limit 

Standard 

t Isolated I' 29,9 GeV 

b' 

Isolated I' 28.4 (CC) 

Isolated i 

Back-t<rback 4jet 

28,3 (FCNC) 

L:i: Acoplanar jets 29,9 

SUSy(*l) 

e Acoplanar e+e 29,0 (mL = mR) 

28.1 (mL » mR) 
..., 

I' Acoplanar 1'+ 1' I 25.8 (mL = mR) 

24.0 (mL » mR) 
..., 
r Acoplanar r+r 24.2 (mL = mR) 

21.3 (mL » mR) 

q(2/3) Acoplanar Jets 26.3 (mL = mR) 

24.4 (mL » mR) 
..., 
X Acoplanar e+ e- J 

1'+1'- J r+r- J Jets 

26.8(·2) 

27,7(*3) 

Composite(*4) 

e* e+e-ii 29.7 

1'* jJ+jJ-ii 28.3 

r* r+r-ii 27.6 

Any Model 

with 

Stable Heavy 

Charged Particle 

Q=2/3 

J=O Q=1 

Q=4/3 

Pair of 

Abnormal dE/dX 

Tracks 

24.6 

25.6 

26.6 

Q=2/3 

J=1/2 Q=l 

Q=4/3 

29.2 

28.2 

25.7 

Stable 

scalar quark 

Q=2/3 Any tracks 

with 

Abnormal dE/dX 

24(mL = mn) 

13(mL » mil) 

Q=1/3 12(mL = mil) 

IO(mI. » mil) 

(* 1) LS P :; I m- = 0 I Target Pa.rticle = NLS P .., 
(*2) Limits are independent of decay brancliillg ratios. 

(*:J) Limits assurnillg equa.l lepl.onic branching ratios. 

(*1{) Pointlike coupling 

Tablc.2 A summary of the result.s from new particle searches. 
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6. Summary 


. 1. Compositeness of e, p. and T was tested and lower limits on A were calculated to be 

rv 2 TeV at the 95% C.L. 

2. 	Measured asymmetries and cross section sections were consistent with the Standard 

Model prediction, and the universality between p. and T is still valid. 

3. 	Our R values above ...;s = 56 Ge V is systematically "high". In the framework of the 

Standard Model, a global fit to our "high" R values together with PEP/PETRA results 

seems to be in favor of a heavy top quark mass, about 100 GeV/c2 . 

4. New particles have been searched for and no excess was found. 

Accumulating more luminosity with the upgraded TOPAZ detector, we will be able 

to test the Standard Model more precisely and also be able to search for new physics, 

e.g. extra-Z via J.L pair production and '7 via single photon experiment. Especially, it 

will be possible to search for a source of our "high" R values. 
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